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www.orbitkey.com

Clever organisation for better living.
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At Orbitkey, we focus on reducing clutter,

so you can focus on the more important 

things in life.
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About Orbitkey

Inspired by intentional living and contemporary 

industrial design, Orbitkey is an organisation brand 

helping people live better lives through clever and 

innovative organisation solutions.

Orbitkey was founded in 2013 with a simple idea 

to solve the frustration of noisy pockets, cluttered 

bags and messy keys – and with the support of the 

crowdfunding community, the first Orbitkey Key 

Organiser was brought to life. 

Proudly designed in Melbourne, Australia, the Orbitkey 

product range has since continued to grow – helping 

people organise more than just their keys.
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Clever Organisation Our products are designed to organise. 

Because when life is organised, it’s easier  

and better. 

Warranty

Our products are thoroughly tested and designed 

to last. All products come with a 2-year product 

guarantee.

Designed in Australia

Our products are proudly designed in our Head Office 

in Melbourne, and our team comes from all parts of 

the world (United States, Canada, Ireland, Indonesia, 

Taiwan, Philippines and of course, Australia).

Premium Quality & Design

We utilise premium materials and precision 

hardware. Everything is considered right down to 

the last stitch. 

Crowdfunded

We launched through the crowdfunding support 

of 47,000 backers. All of our products are refined 

through the feedback of our community.

Award Winning

2021 - Red Dot Design Award

2021 - iF Design Award

2018 - iF Design Award

2017 - Carryology Award

2015 - Good Design Award
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ID Card Holder

Combining modern industrial design and 

countless hours of hard work, we create 

thoughtfully designed accessories to make 

your day more organised.

Combining modern industrial design and 

countless hours of hard work, we create 

thoughtfully designed accessories to make 

your day more organised.

Key Organiser

Slim Case for
AirTag

Leather Holder for
AirTag

Tracker v2 Organisation
Notebook

Sanitiser HolderRing Clip v2

The Products The Products

Carry Organisation

Desk Mat Desk Mat SlimNest

Work Organisation
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Transform your keys into a beautiful and  

silent stack.

01   No key jingles.
02  Protect your precious belongings from key scratches. 
03  Flexible, yet secure mechanism to carry 2 to 7 keys.
04  Carry your car key with the D-Ring included.

Key Organiser
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Introducing 4 New Leather Key Organisers. Introducing 3 New Active Key Organisers.

Seasonal Colour 2023 - Leather Seasonal Colour 2023 - Active

Black Hardware Black Hardware

Cotton
Candy

Cocoa
Rose

L I M I T E D  E D I T I O N L I M I T E D  E D I T I O N

Island
Green

Sea
Foam

Graphite Mist Tangerine
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Having a reputation for aging well, Crazy Horse is a highly resilient leather 

chosen for its durability and unique look. Crazy Horse leather is completely 

buffed, smoothened, and coated with a special wax which allows it to develop 

a unique natural patina over time. 

Crazy Horse Leather

Chestnut 
Brown / 
Brown

Oak 
Brown / 
Brown

Obsidian 
Black / 

Red

Gunmetal 
Hardware

Black 
Hardware

The Leather Range is a modern classic in our collection of organisational 

products. Created with a combination of hand-crafted and highly precise 

automated processes, it’s a style that matures with beauty over time.

Leather

Navy 
/ Tan

Cognac 
/ Tan

Charcoal
/ Grey

Black
/ Black

Black
Hardware

Silver
Hardware

Rose Gold 
Hardware

Blush
/ Blush

Stone
/ Grey

Espresso
/ Brown
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From your everyday commute to evening drinks with friends, the Active Range 

is for the lovers of adventure. Made from TPU polymer, it’s slim and strong, yet 

surprisingly soft. Made to be carried with you anywhere.

Active

Jet 
Black

Hunter 
Green

Midnight 
Blue

Dusty 
Pink

Silver 
Hardware
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The epitome of exceptional functionality and elegance, the Saffiano Range is for 

the stylish and fashion forward. Saffiano leather is highly durable and resistant 

to stains, scratches and water – with a special cross-grain texture coated in a 

clear protective wax finish that gives the Key Organiser a subtle sheen.

Saffiano Leather

Liquorice Oxford 
Navy

Lilac Olive

Yellow Gold 
Hardware

Black 
Hardware
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We have thoughtfully designed our line of accessories to be extremely slim so 

they take up less room in your pocket.

Accessories

USB 3.0 
32GB

Multi-
Tool v2
(Black)

Multi-
Tool v2
(Silver)

Bottle 
Opener

Nail File & 
Mirror

Extension 
Post

Available range

The Cactus Leather range is a more sustainable approach to our signature Key 

Organiser. Made from Desserto® Cactus Leather – an innovative plant-based, 

vegan-friendly material that is strong, durable, water-resistant, yet soft to touch. 

Presented in kraft paper packaging which is eco-friendly and 100% recyclable.

Cactus Leather

Cactus 
Green

Black Lavender Navy

Silver  
Hardware

Black
Hardware

L I M I T E D  E D I T I O N
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The new and improved Orbitkey x Chipolo 

Bluetooth Tracker v2 has arrived – here to 

help you locate your lost keys, phone and 

belongings, in seconds.

Tracker v2

01   Locate your Lost Keys and Belongings, in Seconds.
02  New Responsive Button.
03  Improved Battery Performance and Security.
04  Smart Comes in a Small Package.
05  Snap the Perfect Selfie.



With a simple touch of a button, you can now track your keys, bags, and 

anything else you don’t want to lose. No more time wasted rummaging 

around when you’re in a rush.

Available colours

Black Stone

1918
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An innovative key ring to help you remove 

unused keys and excess bulk with ease.

Now with durable all-metal construction, and 

an even easier-to-use locking mechanism.

01   Carry only the essentials with you.
02  No more broken fingernails.
03  Suits most keys.
04  All-metal construction.
05  Works with Orbitkey Key Organisers.

Ring
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Sculpted form a mirror-finish edge is both a delight to use and to look at. 

Simply pull and rotate the quick-release lock to attach or detach your keys.

 

Available colours

Silver Rose Gold Yellow Gold Black
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An elegant and innovative clip designed to 

give you quick and easy access to your keys.

01   The quickest and easiest way to access your keys.
02  New and improved carabiner design.
03  Secure magnetic Fidlock® quick release system.
04  Easy-to-use open D-ring.
05  Developed with Carryology.

Clip v2
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A secure magnetic quick release system provides convenient access to your 

keys without needing to unclip the carabiner. The new and improved carabiner 

also boasts a wide gate opening to easily clip on to belt loops and bags.

Available colours

Silver All Black
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Clip your keys or belongings anywhere 

securely with this elegantly designed Clip. 

The Orbitkey Clip Add-On is a simple and 

elegant carry solution for keys and other 

belongings. A wide gate opening allows 

the carabiner to be easily clipped on to belt 

loops, bag handles or straps, and just about 

anywhere you please.

01   Clip on to belt loops and bags.
02  New and improved carabiner design.
03  Streamlined design for comfort.
04  Wide gate opening.
05  Durable all-metal construction.

Clip 

Add-On

Available colours

Silver Black
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Slim Case

for AirTag

A minimal and compact way to carry

your AirTag.

01   Slim snap case securely holds your AirTag.
02  Easily attach to keys or anything you want to track with the open  

       key ring.
03  Minimal design that can showcase any personalised engraving.
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The Slim Case for AirTag has been designed with a small form factor, so you 

can easily attach your AirTag without adding excess bulk. An innovative open 

key ring allows you to easily attach (or detach) keys, or loop through anything 

you want to track. Snap in your AirTag to secure, and you’re good to go!

Available colours

Black Granite
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Leather Holder

for AirTag

An elegant and easy-to-use leather

keychain for AirTag.

01   Premium leather sleeve securely holds your AirTag.
02  Easily attach to keys or anything you want to track with the patent 

       pending quick release key ring.
03  Crafted with LWG-certified leather and durable stainless steel.
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The Leather Holder for AirTag is a minimal and innovative keychain crafted 

from premium, sustainably sourced, Leather Working Group-certified leather, 

moulded to securely hold your AirTag. It can be inserted either way into the 

leather sleeve, so you can choose which side you want to display.

Available colours

Black Espresso Blush
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Sanitiser

Holder

An elegant solution for keeping hand sanitiser 

easily accessible.

01  50ml refillable aluminium bottle (sanitiser liquid not included).
02  Pump dispenser suitable for liquid and gel-based sanitisers.
03  Easily attach to belt loops and bags with the Orbitkey Clip.
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The Sanitiser Holder features an Orbitkey Clip mount that makes it convenient 

to carry with you and sanitise on the go. Designed to easily dispense liquid or 

gel-based sanitiser from the premium, recyclable and sleek aluminium bottle 

that you can refill again and again.

Available colours

Black Silver Blush
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With an ongoing focus to create unique products 

where form and function co-exist, we’ve been 

honoured with the opportunity to partner up with 

some of the best brands around the world.

Collaborations

National Geographic Collection Key Organisers by Orbitkey
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Star Wars™ |

Orbitkey 

Collection

Inspired by iconic heroes and villains, these Key 

Organisers celebrate Star Wars in Orbitkey’s 

elegant and understated design language.

01   Key Organisers inspired by iconic Star Wars™ characters.
02  Presented in custom packaging with a collectable character card.
03  Embossed Names in Aurebesh
04  

Special Character Symbols
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Available characters

“This is the way.” - The Mandalorian™ 

Star Wars™ | Orbitkey Key Organiser

“Impressive. Most Impressive.” - Darth 

VaderTM, Star Wars | Orbitkey, Key 

Organiser

“As you wish.” - Boba Fett™

Star Wars™ | Orbitkey Key Organiser

“Hello There!” - Obi-Wan KenobiTM, Star 

Wars | Orbitkey, Key Organiser

“Don’t be afraid.” - Grogu™

Star Wars™ | Orbitkey Key Organiser

“Power! Unlimited Power!” -

Emperor Palpatine™ 

Star Wars™ | Orbitkey Key Organiser

*Only available in Australia, New Zealand, Canada, USA, Singapore, Afghanistan, Bahrain, Bangladesh, 

Bhutan, Brunei, Cambodia, China, East Timor, Egypt, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, 

Laos, Lebanon, Libya, Malaysia, Maldives, Marianna Islands, Myanmar (Burma), Oman, Pakistan, 

Philippines, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, South Korea, Sri Lanka, Taiwan, Thailand, United Arab Emirates, 

Vietnam, and Yemen.
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Available characters

Darth VaderTM, Star Wars | Orbitkey, Desk Mat

in Medium + Large

Obi-Wan KenobiTM, Star Wars | Orbitkey, Desk Mat

in Medium + Large

*Only available in Australia, New Zealand, Canada, USA, Singapore, Afghanistan, Bahrain, Bangladesh, 

Bhutan, Brunei, Cambodia, China, East Timor, Egypt, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, 

Laos, Lebanon, Libya, Malaysia, Maldives, Marianna Islands, Myanmar (Burma), Oman, Pakistan, 

Philippines, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, South Korea, Sri Lanka, Taiwan, Thailand, United Arab Emirates, 

Vietnam, and Yemen.
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A home for all your everyday essentials, 

Orbitkey Nest is a portable and customisable 

desk organiser with an in-built wireless 

charger – helping you declutter and stay 

organised, wherever you are.

01   10W wireless charging pad to keep your devices charged.
02  Customise storage with movable dividers.
03  Single layer organisation to help you easily locate items. 
04  Dual access modes – stationed or on the go. 
05  Unique dual-function hinge doubles as a pen loop. 
06  Dedicated storage for cards and loose items.

Nest
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Orbitkey Nest helps you organise all your daily essentials in one place — 

functioning as a valet tray, wireless charger and storage space all in one 

beautifully designed package. With a unique dual-function hinge, you can 

choose to separate the top tray from the internal storage to easily retrieve 

items while you work at your desk, or simply flip the lid open like a book to 

access your essentials on the go.

Available colours

Black Ash
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A clever desk mat with built-in organisational 

features – helping you optimise your 

workspace so you can stay productive and do 

your best work everyday.

01   Transform your workspace.
02  Document hideaway to store loose papers and notes.
03  Magnetic cable holder keeps cables in place.
04  Toolbar to keep stationery and work essentials organised.
05  Made from premium vegan leather and 100% recycled PET felt.

Desk Mat
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The Orbitkey Desk Mat creates visual structure in your work area, helping you 

organise your work tools in a defined space. Additional organisational features 

– including the document hideaway, toolbar and magnetic cable holder – give 

all your work essentials a home, so they are out of the way but always readily 

accessible. The Orbitkey Desk Mat will help you keep your desk tidy throughout 

the day – so you’re always organised and ready for the next. 

Available sizes

Medium (680 x 370 mm / 26.7 x 14.5 inches)

Available in Black & Stone 

Slim (800 x 310 mm / 31.5 x 12.2 inches)

Available in Black & Stone

Large (890 x 420 mm / 35 x 16.5 inches)

Available in Black & Stone
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A durable and sleek card carry solution to 

help you move effortlessly through your day.

01   Easily scan your ID, access or public transport card.
02  Built-in privacy feature to hide your personal details.
03  Additional card storage for a business or coffee card.
04  Durable and silent custom-made retractor conveniently clips onto  

       your belt, bag or skirt.
05  Optional detachable woven lanyard with a safety breakaway 

       release.
06  Crafted from premium materials, including LWG-certified top grain  

       leather and 100% recycled woven polyester.

ID Card Holder
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Stone
with Lanyard

Black
with Lanyard

Available colours

Meet our durable and elegantly designed ID Card Holder that will help you 

carry with confidence. Made with high-quality materials, so you can feel proud, 

professional and confident with a card holder that you can rely on,

day after day.
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ID Card Holder Pro In addition to all the benefits of the regular 

ID Card Holder, the Pro model has exclusive 

features that will enhance your day-to-day 

interactions.

       Exclusive Pro Model Features
01   Additional card storage and RFID protection for 2 cards, plus  

       hidden storage for small items.
02  Interference-free scanning – ability to scan your primary access  

       card while carrying multiple RFID cards.
03  Supports cards in both portrait and landscape orientations.
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Available colours

Stone
with Lanyard

Black
with Lanyard

ID Card Holder ProID Card Holder
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A pocket notebook packed with organisational 

features like list pages and prioritisation tips.

01   An A6 pocket notebook with blank list and dot grid pages.
02  Includes tips to help you prioritise tasks.
03  External insert doubles as a bookmark and ruler. 
04  Back pocket to hold small notes and ephemera. 
05  Printed with soy ink on recycled FSC-certified paper and bound    

       with cotton thread. 
06  Fits in the valet tray of Nest.

Organisation 

Notebook
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Black

Available colour
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We’re offsetting our carbon footprint
Here at Orbitkey, we’ve been taking scalable steps to permanently 

reduce our carbon emissions, and we’re proud to announce that we are 

Climate Neutral Certified.

What does it mean to be Climate Neutral Certified?
Climate Neutral is an independent non-profit organisation that provides 

tools for companies to:

Carbon credits are in turn invested into reducing and capturing carbon dioxide, and  

can support a range of projects such as forest conservation and renewable energy.  

What we’re committed to do
In 2021, we will ensure that 100% of our new products will be made from LWG certified 

leather and recycled fabric materials. Likewise, 80% of our packaging will be produced 

from recyclable materials. We will also reduce our air freight shipments company-wide 

by 40%, and at our headquarters in Melbourne, we will reduce our paper and toner 

emissions by 60%. But we know that this is only the beginning, and we will continue to 

improve our processes and further reduce our emissions every year.

Measure their carbon footprint through economic modeling; 

Reduce their emissions by developing and implementing carbon 

reduction plans;

 

Offset their emissions if they cannot be immediately reduced by 

purchasing carbon credits; and 

Use the label to empower customers to choose brands that choose to 

pay for their carbon emissions.

Climate Neutral Certified
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In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, we designed a range of Sanitiser 

Holders and launched the Orbitkey Helping Hands initiative to help 

alleviate the crisis.

As there was increasing importance placed on personal hygiene and 

handwashing to stop the spread of the virus, we recognised the need for 

a safer and convenient way for people to clean their hands when water 

and soap were not readily available.

We designed Sanitiser Holders in 3 different styles – Lanyard, Retractor 

and Clip – to help people keep hand sanitiser close and easily accessible, 

so that they could clean their hands frequently and conveniently.

As part of the Orbitkey Helping Hands initiative, we donated over 500 

Retractable Sanitiser Holders to essential workers across Australia, New 

Zealand and the United States. Additionally, all proceeds from the sale of 

Sanitiser Holders were donated to charities and organisations providing 

aid to those affected by the pandemic in one way or another.

Orbitkey Helping Hands
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In 2014, our products hit the shelves for the 

first time in our home country, Australia.  

8 years on, we are proud to be represented by 

select 1,200 stores across 43 countries –  

ranging from boutique gift and homeware 

stores to large department stores.

Here is a quick snapshot of some of our retail 

partners, including Make Designed Objects 

in Melbourne – the very first and longest store 

we have worked with.

Make Designed Objects, Melbourne Photography by Parker Blain 

Retailer Spotlight

Jelmoli, Zurich David Jones, Melbourne

KaDeWe, Munich Selfridges, London

Monocle, Hong Kong

Photography by David JonesPhotography by Jelmoli

Photography by Selfridges

Photography by Monocle

Photography by KaDeWe
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With a variety of display stands and flexible 

merchandising options, it’s easy to create 

beautiful and informative touchpoints for 

your customers in any store or retail space.

Visual

Merchandising
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Thoughtful packaging designed to look great in any environment  

and make gifting easier. An elegant gift that is great to give and receive.

Versatile Packaging

78 79
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We are not here to create the biggest range of products that 

need replacing every season. Our focus is on creating less but 

better, long-lasting products. 

 

Proudly designed in Australia.

Our Approach

Our manufacturing partners have been carefully assessed and  

hand-picked based on their unique capabilities.

We believe in the approach of staying close to the action –  

from the beginning where the pen hits the paper, to the 

moment the product comes off the assembly line. Every 

component goes through strict and precise quality inspection 

processes before being packaged and shipped to you.

The Makers
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Thank you for taking the time to browse through our catalogue. If you 

are interested in learning more about our range, please let us know at 

sales@orbitkey.com. 

We look forward to having you on board!

Thank You.
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sales@orbitkey.com

www.orbitkey.com/catalogue

Instagram/Facebook—@orbitkey
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